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A GUIDE TO HIRING & RETAINING YACHT CREW

// INTRODUCTION
// A WORD FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR
Whether you’re new to the world of yachting or a seasoned yacht owner, this document has been
created to provide a deeper insight into the ne art of crew employment and retention.
It is commonly known and understood that crew are the biggest asset of any yacht, and more often
than not, the biggest ongoing expense. Investing in a good crew can, and will likely, make all the
difference to the experience of yacht ownership. Furthermore, if you are chartering your yacht, a
good crew will likely have the biggest impact on your charter guests and contribute greatly to the
yachts ongoing nancial capabilities/stability via repeat bookings and charter reputation.
As such, hiring the right crew is of paramount importance. When hiring crew, be it individual talent
acquisition or crewing up an entire yacht, there are many factors to consider in equal proportions to
ensure you attract the best crew and just as importantly, keep your retention rate high.
The subject of crew retention is a hot topic of conversation industry-wide as employers compete to
attract and retain top talent. More information can be found in a recent article I contributed to in the
US based Robb Report. click here to read
If you would like more information, or further context on any of the areas within this document,
please reach out directly to your Recruitment Consultant or get in touch with us by emailing or
calling:

E: info@mycrewagency.com
T: +44 (0) 203 6422 651
W: www.mycrewagency.com

Wishing you calm seas and fair winds!

Managing Director

Of ce address:
169 Piccadilly, Floor 4,
Piccadilly, London,
W1J 9EH

Certi cation & Corporate Memberships:
Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA): Click here
Recruitment & Employment Confederation (REC): Click here
Professional Yachting Association (PYA): Click here
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// CHOOSING YOUR RECRUITMENT PARTNER
When choosing your recruitment partner it is important to do your due-diligence ahead of
engagement. Having the right crew agency by your side will determine the quality of crew
provided, the ef ciency in candidate delivery and overall standards. The yachting industry has its
fair share of recruitment agencies however, very few are certi ed and even fewer are trained/
quali ed in professional recruitment practice.
// REPUTATION & GLOBAL REACH
It is important to choose a recruitment agency that has both a sound reputation and just as
importantly, a truly global reach. Reputation is important to ensure an agency can attract the
industries top talent to its data-base. Without a sound reputation, an agency will struggle to attract
good crew which will re ect in their introduced candidates. A truly global reach is important to be
able to locate the industries top talent, wherever they may be, when they are needed.
// CERTIFICATION
Not only does engaging a certi ed recruitment agency mean that there are higher levels of service
and more thorough background checks & processes, but also ensures that the agency is able to
provide crew to both private and commercially run yachts (charter yachts). An uncerti ed agency
will only be able to work with private yachts and will not have the ability to assist their clients should
they decide to switch to commercial usage.
Top industry talent will often only register with a certi ed recruitment agency as they will have a
wider variety of positions available and are also safeguarded by a number of crew protections such
as agency issued repatriation and loss of income insurance(s).
// QUALIFICATION
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Ensuring that you engage a recruitment agency that is corporate member of a professional
recruitment body will ensure that their recruitment consultants are professionally trained and
quali ed, and that the highest of standards are delivered. As a company, we are leading the way in
professional recruitment in the superyacht industry. Not only are we certi ed by the Maritime &
Coastguard Agency (MCA), partners of the Professional Yachting Association (PYA) but we are also
corporate members of the Recruitment & Employment Confederation (REC).
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// CREW DEMOGRAPHICS
When you are looking to either crew up your yacht for the rst time or add crew members to
compliment an existing team, it is important to establish the demographic of crew you would like to
employ.
For rst time yacht owners, it is important to decide on the type of usage the boat will have. For
example, if the boat is an explorer yacht; a crew member who likes to travel and is not put off by
travelling to areas off the beaten track or spending long periods of time away from family/land
based commitments would be preferable. If it is a family boat; an individual who is good with
children and who has a keen interest in water sports will likely be the best t. On the other hand, if
it’s a busy charter yacht, then a young, career driven & energetic crew member may t best. Either
way, it is important to establish the demographic of crew you need and how they will compliment
the boats usage. Your recruitment consultant can work with you to determine the best
demographic for your boat.
// CREW QUALIFICATIONS
When setting your crew requirements it is important to look at quali cations that will both be
required, and also desired. For example, depending on your yacht, its ag state, the structure of its
crew and its usage, you may require a member of the team to hold an additional quali cation for
the safe running of the vessel. On the other hand, you may be a family of keen water sports
enthusiasts and as such, a member of the team holding PWC instructor and/or a PADI diving
instructor quali cation may be desired.
As a part of our process, your recruitment consultant will go through the required and desired
quali cations with you.
// CREW EXPERIENCE
Crew have varying levels of experience & skills across all areas of yachting. When setting out your
crew requirements, it is important to decide what levels of experience will be needed for any given
area. For example, a Captain may be suitably quali ed to safely and effectively operate your vessel,
but does he or she have the experience and knowledge cruising in your preferred location(s) and
dealing with the local port authorities? This experience can make all the difference to the overall
enjoyment of the vessel. Similarly, if your vessel requires a lot of general maintenance, then
perhaps a member of the deck team who has experience in carpentry and painting would be
bene cial. Your recruitment consultant can go through this in greater depth with you.
// CREW VISAS
When setting out your crew requirements, it is also good practice to decide on both the
nationalities of crew you will be looking to hire and also, the countries in which you intend to cruise.
You will need to carefully consider which visas will be required by crew to work in any given
location. You can then decide if you are prepared to assist crew with the relevant visas or requiring
them to have the necessary visas in hand prior to potential interviews. Assisting crew with the visa
application process can be a costly and timely process, so needs to be considered carefully along
with hiring timescales.
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// STRUCTURING AN EMPLOYMENT PACKAGE
// CREW CONTRACT TYPES
If you are working with a management team then they will be able to assist with a crew related
contracts however, if you have decided to structure the contracts without a management teams
assistance, then there are some key considerations to note ie. Does your contract need to be a
Seafarer Employment Agreement (SEA)? Would you like crew to be on Permanent, Seasonal or
Temporary contracts, or a mixture?
// CREW SALARIES
Crew salaries are likely to be the biggest ongoing expense of any vessel. As such, they need to be
considered in some depth as they can differ greatly depending on the vessels size, requirements
and usage. As with any hire, the better the package, the better candidate you are likely to attract.
Some charter yachts are able to bolster their salaries on offer by providing generous splits of tips/
gratuity however, these are often discretionary and by no means guaranteed. We have prepared a
comprehensive salary guide covering a wide range of vessel sizes, in both EUR and USD.
Click here to view our salary guide.
// CREW TIPS
Crew tips/gratuity are normally associated with charter yachts however, can also be expressed as
discretional bonuses by private yachts for employers looking to bolster their overall package and
promote longevity on board/retain good crew. In any case, tips/bonuses should be well thought
out and decided well in advance of hiring. Typically, charter yachts will offer an equal split of tips/
gratuity and private yachts may offer a discretional bonus based on a percentage of the crew
members salary for completing a de ned period of service, subject to various monthly/quarterly or
yearly reviews.
// CREW PAID LEAVE
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Crew paid leave can be categorised into two main types; rotation and annual holiday/leave.
Rotation is de ned as set continuous months on, verses set continuous months off ie. 2:2 (two
months on and two months off) whereas annual leave/holiday can be taken at any time, subject to
the conditions of the employment agreement. Rotation is typically seen as the most sought after
type of paid leave amongst crew.
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// CREW POACHING
To reduce the chance of a Crew Member ‘jumping ship’ for a better offer of employment, it is
important to consider the holidays, salaries/tips/bonuses and training package(s) on offer. By
structuring the employment package correctly, and by targeting it to your desired crew
demographic, you can greatly increase both crew interest and subsequently, crew longevity.
// CREW HOLIDAYS
Crew holidays play a big part in a Crew Members long-term happiness. Due to the intense nature
of yachting and time spent away from loved ones, crew often favour time off greatly and even if it is
not be viable to offer rotation, a well thought-out holiday package can go a long way.
// CREW TRAINING
Training budgets have grown in popularity in recent years in a bid to both attract career focused
crew and drive retention rates.

Example: Two similar placements from January 2020

Position: Chief Of cer

Position: Chief Of cer

Yacht Type: Motor Yacht
Usage: Private & Charter
Itinerary: Dual Season
LOA: 50m
Start Date: ASAP

Yacht Type: Motor Yacht
Usage: Private & Charter
Itinerary: Dual Season
LOA: 50m
Start Date: ASAP

Package on offer:
Contract: Permanent
Salary: 6,500 EUR pm
Holiday: 60 days
Bonus: 13th month bonus + equal split of
charter tips + 1000 annual training budget + 1
paid ight home per year.
Applicants: 86

Package on offer:
Contract: Permanent
Salary: 7,000 EUR pm
Holiday: Standard MLC
Bonus: Equal split of charter tips

Annual cost: 85,600 + tips

Annual cost: 84,000 + tips

Applicants: 15
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Note: Both vacancies were lled within one week of advertisement and carry a similar annual cost
for the respective employers. However, the position on the right had to be lled again after 7
months (additional 6,300 EUR recruitment fee) as the placed candidate left for a better offer of
employment, whereas the position on the left, is yet to be replaced at the time of writing
(September 2021).

Alongside the sourcing of candidates, agencies will also conduct pre-interviews with potential
candidates. This pre-interview is an important part of the overall process and allows the
Recruitment Consultant to gain a comprehensive and current understanding of the Crew Members
short and long term career objectives, past experiences and relevant competencies to ensure they
t the brief. Just as importantly, the pre-interview allows the Recruitment Consultant to add more
context around the ner details of the position on offer. This ensures that the candidate is fully
aware of every requirement of the vacancy and promotes a more seamless interview with the client,
should their application progress.
Once each pre-interview is completed, a full Individual Applicant Report (IAR) containing all details
on the candidate including the Recruitment Consultants pre-interview notes and observations are
sent over to the client for review.
// CERTIFICATE, REFERENCE AND BACKGROUND CHECKS
Included within the IAR will be details of all certi cate, reference and background checks that have
been completed on the candidate. For certi cates, we ensure that all documents are veri ed, indate and in-hand. For references checks, we look to verbalise at least two of the Crew Members
most recent employers, in addition to verifying any written references they may have.
// INTRODUCTION OF CREW MEMBERS
Once we have completed our internal processes and all checks have been satis ed, we will then
introduce the Crew Member to the client for review, along with their IAR and copies of their
accompanying documents.
// CLIENT INTERVIEWS
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Once a selection of Crew Members have been introduced, the client will often create their own
internal shortlist and look to set-up internal interviews. This can be co-ordinated by your
Recruitment Consultant and are typically completed on a video call, or in person (where possible).
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// AGENCY PRE-INTERVIEWS
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// THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS

